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Summary: 
The AI Risk Management Framework was issued by the National Institute for Standards and Technology (NIST) in January 

2023 after multiple rounds of drafts and comments.  The framework focuses on identifying risks associated with AI and 
proposes the best ways for government agencies to address those risks.  The NIST AI Risk Management Framework is 

currently in it’s 1.0 stage and will be continuously updated.  The framework was preceded by NIST Special Publication 1270: 
Towards a Standard for Identifying and Managing Bias in Artificial Intelligence.   

 

Challenges for Risk Management 

The NIST AI Risk Management Framework outlines four main challenges to managing the risks associated with 
artificial intelligence. 

Risk Measurement: AI risks or failures that are not well-defined or adequately understood are difficult to measure 
quantitatively or qualitatively. The inability to appropriately measure AI risks does not imply that an AI system 
necessarily poses either a high or low risk.  Measurement challenges include: risks related to third-party software, 
hardware, and data, tracking emergent risks, availability of reliable metrics, risks at different stages of the AI 
lifecycle, risks in real-world settings, inscrutability, and human baseline. 

Risk Tolerance: While the AI RMF can be used to prioritize risk, it does not prescribe risk tolerance. Risk tolerance 
refers to the organization’s or AI actor’s readiness to bear the risk in order to achieve its objectives. Risk tolerance 
can be influenced by legal or regulatory requirements. Risk tolerance and the level of risk that is acceptable to 
organizations or society are highly contextual and application and use-case specific. Risk tolerances can be 
influenced by policies and norms established by AI system owners, organizations, industries, communities, or 
policy makers. Risk tolerances are likely to change over time as AI systems, policies, and norms evolve. Different 
organizations may have varied risk tolerances due to their particular organizational priorities and resource 
considerations. 

Risk Prioritization: Attempting to eliminate negative risk entirely can be counterproductive in practice because not 
all incidents and failures can be eliminated. Unrealistic expectations about risk may lead organizations to allocate 
resources in a manner that makes risk triage inefficient or impractical or wastes scarce resources. A risk 
management culture can help organizations recognize that not all AI risks are the same, and resources can be 
allocated purposefully. Actionable risk management efforts lay out clear guidelines for assessing trustworthiness of 
each AI system an organization develops or deploys. Policies and resources should be prioritized based on the 
assessed risk level and potential impact of an AI system. The extent to which an AI system may be customized or 
tailored to the specific context of use by the AI deployer can be a contributing factor. 
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Organizational Integration and Management of Risk: AI risks should not be considered in isolation. Different AI 
actors have different responsibilities and awareness depending on their roles in the lifecycle. For example, 
organizations developing an AI system often will not have information about how the system may be used. AI risk 
management should be integrated and incorporated into broader enterprise risk management strategies and 
processes. Treating AI risks along with other critical risks, such as cybersecurity and privacy, will yield a more 
integrated outcome and organizational efficiencies. 
 

AI Risks and Trustworthiness 

The NIST AI Risk Management Framework identifies the following characteristics as being crucial to establishing 
the trustworthiness of AI. 

Valid and Reliable: Validity and reliability for deployed AI systems are often assessed by ongoing testing or 
monitoring that confirms a system is performing as intended. Measurement of validity, accuracy, robustness, and 
reliability contribute to trustworthiness and should take into consideration that certain types of failures can cause 
greater harm. AI risk management efforts should prioritize the minimization of potential negative impacts, and 
may need to include human intervention in cases where the AI system cannot detect or correct errors. 

Safe: Employing safety considerations during the lifecycle and starting as early as possible with planning and 
design can prevent failures or conditions that can render a system dangerous. Other practical approaches for AI 
safety often relate to rigorous simulation and in-domain testing, real-time monitoring, and the ability to shut 
down, modify, or have human intervention into systems that deviate from intended or expected functionality. 

Secure and Resilient: Security and resilience are related but distinct characteristics. While resilience is the ability to 
return to normal function after an unexpected adverse event, security includes resilience but also encompasses 
protocols to avoid, protect against, respond to, or recover from attacks. Resilience relates to robustness and goes 
beyond the provenance of the data to encompass unexpected or adversarial use (or abuse or misuse) of the model 
or data. 

Accountable and Transparent: Trustworthy AI depends upon accountability. Accountability presupposes 
transparency. Transparency reflects the extent to which information about an AI system and its outputs is available 
to individuals interacting with such a system – regardless of whether they are even aware that they are doing so. 
Meaningful transparency provides access to appropriate levels of information based on the stage of the AI lifecycle 
and tailored to the role or knowledge of AI actors or individuals interacting with or using the AI system. By 
promoting higher levels of understanding, transparency increases confidence in the AI system. 

Explainable and Interpretable: Explainability refers to a representation of the mechanisms underlying AI systems’ 
operation, whereas interpretability refers to the meaning of AI systems’ output in the context of their designed 
functional purposes. Together, explainability and interpretability assist those operating or overseeing an AI system, 
as well as users of an AI system, to gain deeper insights into the functionality and trustworthiness of the system, 
including its outputs. The underlying assumption is that perceptions of negative risk stem from a lack of ability to 
make sense of, or contextualize, system output appropriately. Explainable and interpretable AI systems offer 
information that will help end users understand the purposes and potential impact of an AI system. 

Privacy-Enhanced: Privacy values such as anonymity, confidentiality, and control generally should guide choices for 
AI system design, development, and deployment. Privacy-related risks may influence security, bias, and 
transparency and come with tradeoffs with these other characteristics. Like safety and security, specific technical 
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features of an AI system may promote or reduce privacy. AI systems can also present new risks to privacy by 
allowing inference to identify individuals or previously private information about individuals. 

Fair – with Harmful Bias Managed: Fairness in AI includes concerns for equality and equity by addressing issues 
such as harmful bias and discrimination. Standards of fairness can be complex and difficult to define because 
perceptions of fairness differ among cultures and may shift depending on application. Organizations’ risk 
management efforts will be enhanced by recognizing and considering these differences. Systems in which harmful 
biases are mitigated are not necessarily fair. For example, systems in which predictions are somewhat balanced 
across demographic groups may still be inaccessible to individuals with disabilities or affected by the digital divide 
or may exacerbate existing disparities or systemic biases. 
 

Core Risk Management Functions 

The NIST AI Risk Management Framework lays out four key components that organizations should focus on when 
managing AI risk. 

Govern: The GOVERN function cultivates and implements a culture of risk management within organizations 
designing, developing, deploying, evaluating, or acquiring AI systems; outlines processes, documents, and 
organizational schemes that anticipate, identify, and manage the risks a system can pose, including to users and 
others across society– and procedures to achieve those outcomes; incorporates processes to assess potential 
impacts; provides a structure by which AI risk management functions can align with organizational principles, 
policies, and strategic priorities; connects technical aspects of AI system design and development to organizational 
values and principles, and enables organizational practices and competencies for the individuals involved in 
acquiring, training, deploying, and monitoring such systems; and addresses full product lifecycle and associated 
processes, including legal and other issues concerning use of third-party software or hardware systems and data. 

Map: The MAP function establishes the context to frame risks related to an AI system. The AI lifecycle consists of 
many interdependent activities involving a diverse set of actors. In practice, AI actors in charge of one part of the 
process often do not have full visibility or control over other parts and their associated contexts. The 
interdependencies between these activities, and among the relevant AI actors, can make it difficult to reliably 
anticipate impacts of AI systems. 

Measure: The MEASURE function employs quantitative, qualitative, or mixed-method tools, techniques, and 
methodologies to analyze, assess, benchmark, and monitor AI risk and related impacts. It uses knowledge relevant 
to AI risks identified in the MAP function and informs the MANAGE function. AI systems should be tested before 
their deployment and regularly while in operation. AI risk measurements include documenting aspects of systems’ 
functionality and trustworthiness. 

Manage: The MANAGE function entails allocating risk resources to mapped and measured risks on a regular basis 
and as defined by the GOVERN function. Risk treatment comprises plans to respond to, recover from, and 
communicate about incidents or events. 

 

 

 


